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Executive Summary 
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Alternative Fueling Station Locator contains 
information on public and private non-residential alternative fueling stations in the United States 
and Canada and currently tracks ethanol (E85), biodiesel, compressed natural gas, electric 
vehicle (EV) charging, hydrogen, liquefied natural gas, and propane stations. Of these fuels, EV 
charging continues to experience rapidly changing technology and growing infrastructure. This 
report provides a snapshot of the state of EV charging infrastructure in the United States in the 
fourth calendar quarter of 2020 (Q4). Using data from the Station Locator, this report breaks 
down the growth of public and private charging infrastructure by charging level, network, and 
location. Additionally, this report measures the current state of charging infrastructure compared 
with the projected amount needed to meet charging demand by 2030. This information is 
intended to help transportation planners, policymakers, researchers, infrastructure developers, 
and others understand the rapidly changing landscape for EV charging. This is the fourth report 
in a series. Previous reports for the first (Q1), second (Q2), and third (Q3) calendar quarters of 
2020 can be found in the Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) and National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) publication databases.  

In Q4, all categories of electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) grew, except for public and 
private Level 1 EVSE, which decreased by 1.7% and 0.3%, respectively, and private Level 2 
EVSE, which decreased by 1.0%. Overall, there was a 7.7% increase in the number of EVSE in 
the Station Locator. The majority of EVSE in the Station Locator are Level 2, though direct-
current (DC) fast charger EVSE grew by the largest percentage in Q4. California had the largest 
increase in public charging infrastructure in Q4 and continues to lead the country in the number 
of available public EVSE.  

NREL’s 2017 National Plug-In Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Analysis estimated how much 
public and workplace charging infrastructure would be required in the United States to meet 
charging needs for a central scenario in which 15 million light-duty plug-in electric vehicles 
(PEVs) are on the road by 2030 (601,000 Level 2 and 27,500 DC fast EVSE) (Wood et al. 2017). 
Based on this analysis, about 63.5% and 14.3% of the necessary DC fast and Level 2 EVSE, 
respectively, have been installed as of Q4. However, in Q4, the number of DC fast EVSE and 
Level 2 EVSE per 1,000 PEVs currently on the road was 10.7 and 52.5 respectively, compared 
with NREL’s projected need of 1.8 and 40.1, respectively. This indicates that infrastructure 
development is keeping up with, and even surpassing, forecasted needs. It is important to note, 
however, that the majority (54.2%) of public DC fast EVSE in the Station Locator are on the 
Tesla network and are therefore only readily accessible to Tesla drivers. 
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1 Overview of the Station Locator 
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) launched in 
1991 in response to the Alternative Motor Fuels Act of 1988 and the Clean Air Act Amendments 
of 1990 (Alternative Fuels Data Center 2020a). Originally, it served as a hard copy resource for 
alternative fuel performance data and eventually became an internet resource in 1995. Since 
then, the AFDC has evolved dramatically into a robust online resource that provides a broad 
range of information on alternative fuels and advanced transportation technologies, including 
fueling and charging station data. In 2017, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
partnered with National Resources Canada to expand the data set to include the location of those 
same alternative fuel stations across Canada as the Electric Charging and Alternative Fueling 
Stations Locator, or Localisateur de stations de recharge et de stations de ravitaillement en 
carburants de remplacement (Levene et al. 2019). The Station Locator database now includes 
information on public and private nonresidential alternative fueling stations in the United States 
and Canada and currently tracks ethanol (E85), biodiesel, compressed natural gas, electric 
vehicle (EV) charging, hydrogen, liquefied natural gas, and propane stations. 

Although historical data for all fuel types in the Station Locator are available, it is especially 
important to take an in-depth look at EV charging due to rapidly changing technology and 
growing infrastructure. This trend is likely to continue as original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) offer more EV models, more utilities begin offering incentives for EVs and 
infrastructure, and states and municipalities set electrification goals and mandates. Using Station 
Locator data, this paper explores the growth of both public and private EV charging 
infrastructure in the United States for the fourth calendar quarter of 2020 (Q4). This is the fourth 
report in a series. Previous reports for the first (Q1), second (Q2), and third (Q3) calendar 
quarters of 2020 can be found in the AFDC and NREL publication databases. 

1.1 EV Charging Data Sources 
NREL and its data collection contractor and collaborator, ICF, use a variety of methods to gather 
and verify EV charging data in the Station Locator. Electric vehicle service providers (EVSPs), 
responsible for managing a network of EV charging stations (Figure 1), share data directly with 
the Station Locator team and are the largest data source for EV charging in the Station Locator. 
In addition, data are collected through industry outreach, Clean Cities coordinators, and other 
manual methods. 
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Figure 1. Non-networked vs. networked EV charging stations 

1.1.1 Data from Charging Network APIs 
Prior to 2014, NREL manually collected all EV charging data, including EV charging stations 
managed by EVSPs. In 2014, to keep up with the rapid growth of charging infrastructure, NREL 
began incorporating daily updates on networked charging station data directly from EVSPs when 
available. NREL does this by accessing the network’s application program interface (API) and 
importing each network’s API data into the database. Using APIs ensures the efficiency, 
accuracy, and completeness of the data are maintained.  

Figure 2 shows a timeline of the integration of the network APIs into the Station Locator data 
management process. Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI)-based APIs that have been integrated 
into the Station Locator are also shown in Figure 2 See Section 1.2 for more information on 
OCPI. 
 

 
Figure 2. Timeline of API integrations in the Station Locator 

 
As of December 2020, there were 31,738 public and private charging stations in the database, 
which are available on the Station Locator or accessible via API or data download (Alternative 

Non-Networked Stations
Non-networked EV charging stations are not connected to the internet and provide basic charging
functionality without advanced communications capabilities. Because of this, non-networked
charging is generally free or offered as an amenity for those who pay for parking or to access a
business.

Networked Stations
Networked EV charging stations are connected to the internet via a cable or wireless technology and
can communicate with the back-end computer system of an EVSP. Being connected to a network
lets station owners or site hosts manage who can access stations and control how much it costs
drivers to charge their vehicle. An EVSP typically manages a group of networked EVSE, otherwise
known as a network, and may use its communication capabilities to communicate directly with
drivers, other EVSPs, or utilities; monitor and share real-time station status; broadcast location
information; collect and store usage data; control access; or facilitate payment. For a group of
networked EVSE to be considered a network, it cannot be considered part of another network and it
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and pay for charging events.
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Fuels Data Center 2020b). Of those, approximately 55% are automatically updated daily via 
EVSP-provided APIs, whereas the rest are managed and updated manually.  

The Station Locator team is working with additional EVSPs to access and integrate existing APIs 
or provide them with best practices on developing an API if they have not yet automated their 
data sharing. This will help ensure station data are as current and accurate as possible, while also 
increasing the efficiency of the EV charging data update process.  

1.1.2 Manually Collected Data 
For non-networked (i.e., not connected to the internet) stations, data sources include trade media, 
Clean Cities coordinators, a “Submit New Station” form on the Station Locator website, EV 
charging station manufacturers, electric utilities, OEMs, state and municipal governments, 
private companies, and others. The Station Locator team regularly monitors news outlets for 
press releases on new EV charging station openings and seeks out more information as 
appropriate to confirm and add the EV charging data to the Station Locator.  

The Station Locator team also receives semiregular data in the form of spreadsheets from EVSPs 
that do not have an API available. These EVSPs include EV Connect, Tesla, and Volta. In Q4, 
the team received updates from the EV Connect and Tesla Destination networks. Additionally, 
the team receives regular updates from Chargeway that include stations on all networks. The 
team is greatly appreciative of their continued collaboration and willingness to share regular data 
updates. 

Finally, Clean Cities coalitions (see Section 2.1.3) proactively provide information on station 
updates and additions throughout the year. Coalitions also serve as a valuable on-the-ground 
resource for stations that ICF is not able to confirm through normal station confirmation 
processes. Unconfirmed stations are sent to coalitions throughout the year for confirmation; if the 
coalition is not able to provide any additional information, the station is subsequently removed 
from the Station Locator. 

It is important to state these reports reflect a snapshot of the number of available EVSE in the 
Station Locator at the end of each quarter. Therefore, notable changes may be attributed to the 
manual data collection process as new manually added EVSE is counted in the quarter in which 
it is added to the Station Locator as opposed to when the infrastructure was installed. 
Additionally, stations that are temporarily out of service are not included in these reports. 

1.2 EV Charging Data Fields 
Current charging infrastructure in the Station Locator generally falls into the following 
categories: 

• Public: A broad category that includes EV charging located in publicly accessible areas 
or along highway corridors 

• Workplace: EV charging intended to provide charging to employees during the workday 
• Commercial/Fleet: EV charging intended to provide charging for electric fleet vehicles, 

including municipal/private fleets, car sharing, and transportation network companies.  
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Note that although fleet data exist in the Station Locator, stations solely for fleet use are not yet 
designated as such in the Station Locator. The Station Locator team has recently added this level 
of tracking and will therefore be able to designate stations as such moving forward. See Section 
3.4 for more details. 

Additionally, the Station Locator does not maintain data on single-family residential charging 
and has minimal, yet expanding, data on charging at multi-unit dwellings (MUDs, also referred 
to as multifamily buildings). See Section 3.3 for additional details. 

In 2019, the Station Locator team began transitioning its counting logic to align with the 
hierarchy defined in the OCPI protocol: locations, EVSE, and connectors (EVRoaming 
Foundation 2019), as shown in Figure 3 and described in this section. With this transition, the 
Station Locator is now counting the number of EVSE at a station location, rather than the 
number of connectors previously counted. 

 

Figure 3. EV charging infrastructure hierarchy as defined in OCPI  

Source: EVRoaming Foundation (2019) 

The following fuel-specific fields are tracked in the Station Locator for EV charging stations 
(Alternative Fuels Data Center 2020c): 

• EV charger information: 
o EV charging station: one or more EVSE located at the same address 
o EVSE count: number of outlets or ports (i.e., number of vehicles that can 

simultaneously charge at a charging station) 
o Charger type 

̶ Level 1 (L1): 120 V; 1 hour of charging = 2–5 miles of range 
̶ Level 2 (L2): 240 V; 1 hour of charging = 10–20 miles of range 
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̶ Direct-current (DC) fast: 480+ V; 20 minutes of charging = 60–80 miles 
of range 

o Connectors (number and type) 
̶ NEMA: for Level 1 chargers 
̶ J1772: for Level 1 and Level 2 chargers 
̶ Combined Charging System (CCS): for DC fast chargers 
̶ CHAdeMO: for DC fast chargers 
̶ Tesla: for all charging levels for Tesla vehicles 

o Network 
o Manufacturer 
o Power output (kW) 

• Open date 

• Workplace 

• Pricing 

• On-site renewable electricity source. 
These fields and the associated definitions are used in the analysis that follows. 

2 Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Trends 
The purpose of this report is to identify EV charging infrastructure trends for Q4 of 2020. 
However, as previously mentioned, the Station Locator has been collecting data on alternative 
fueling stations since the 1990s, and therefore has historical EV charging station data for several 
years that can serve as a baseline for more analysis. See the first report in this series for the 
growth of EVSE and EV charging stations in the Station Locator over the last 10 years (Brown et 
al. 2020a). 

In Q4, the number of EVSE in the Station Locator grew by 7.7%, or 7,960 EVSE. Public EVSE 
grew by 9.2% and account for the majority of EVSE in the Station Locator (Figure 4). Private 
EVSE decreased by 0.9% (Figure 4). This decrease is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 4. Quarterly growth of EVSE by access 

The following sections break down the growth of public and private EVSE further to highlight 
what types of EV infrastructure grew in Q4 and where EV infrastructure has grown 
geographically. Because the number of EVSE represents the number of vehicles that can charge 
simultaneously at an EV charging station, the remainder of this report will focus on EVSE 
growth. 

2.1 Public Charging Trends 
As previously mentioned, public EV charging refers to EV charging stations that are available to 
all EV drivers and located in publicly accessible locations, such as commercial locations or along 
highway corridors. In Q4, the number of public EVSE in the Station Locator increased by 8,097, 
bringing the total number of public EVSE in the Station Locator to 96,190 and representing a 
9.2% increase since Q3. The following sections break down the growth of public EVSE by 
charging level, network, region, and state. 

2.1.1 By Charging Level 
As shown in Figure 5, the majority of public EVSE in the Station Locator are Level 2, followed 
by DC fast and Level 1. In Q4, DC fast EVSE increased by the greatest percentage (10.8%), 
whereas Level 1 EVSE decreased by 1.7% (Figure 5). The decrease in public Level 1 EVSE can 
be primarily attributed to closures of non-networked stations that were installed in 2015 or 
earlier.  
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Figure 5. Quarterly growth of public EVSE by charging level 

When compared with Level 1 and Level 2 chargers, DC fast chargers have the highest power 
output and therefore provide the most charge in the least amount of time. DC fast chargers have a 
standard power output of 50 kW, though DC fast chargers with higher levels of power output are 
available. Extreme fast charging infrastructure, which has a power output of 350 kW or more, 
was introduced in 2018. However, as shown in Figure 6, the majority of DC fast EVSE in the 
Station Locator still currently have the standard power output of 50 kW or less.  

It is important to point out that of the 17,430 public DC fast EVSE in the Station Locator, power 
output data are currently only available for 37.3%; Figure 6 is therefore based on power output 
data for 6,498 DC fast EVSE. NREL is in the process of integrating updated OCPI-based APIs to 
streamline the collection of power output data and create a more complete data set. Additionally, 
if a DC fast EVSE has two connectors with different power outputs, only the maximum power 
output is counted in Figure 6. 

As shown in Figure 6, the number of EVSE with a power output between 51 kW and 299 kW 
grew by the largest percentage in Q4 (31.6%), and the number of EVSE with a power output 
greater than 299 kW grew by 23.1%. As previously discussed, the number of public DC fast 
EVSE grew by more than 10% in Q4, which contributed to these large increases. More 
specifically, the growth in EVSE with a power output between 51 kW and 299 kW can be 
attributed to the Electrify America, EVgo, ChargePoint, and Tesla Supercharger networks, 
whereas the growth in EVSE with a power output greater than 299 kW can be attributed entirely 
to Electrify America. See Section 2.1.2 for a discussion on Electrify America’s Q4 growth. 

Additionally, Electrify America and EVgo temporarily adjust the power output of their DC fast 
chargers down to 50 kW while maintenance or upgrades are being performed. This contributed 
to the decreases seen in Q3 as well as the increases seen in Q4, as the chargers that had been 
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adjusted down to 50 kW were adjusted back to their original, higher power output (Figure 6). 
The Station Locator team expects to continue to see fluctuations in DC fast EVSE power output 
data as a result of these adjustments. 

 

Figure 6. Quarterly growth of public DC fast EVSE by power output 

There are currently three types of connectors that are available for DC fast chargers: CHAdeMO, 
CCS, and Tesla. Of the 19,719 DC fast connectors in the Station Locator as of Q4, Tesla 
connectors made up the largest proportion of connectors, though CCS connectors grew by the 
largest proportion (12.4%) (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Quarterly Growth of Public DC Fast Connectors by Type. 

2.1.2 By Network 
As discussed in Section 1.1, the Station Locator team works with most major EVSPs to collect 
EV charging infrastructure data for the Station Locator. Currently, the Station Locator includes 
stations on the networks listed in this section. The AmpUp, ChargeLab, and EV Charging 
Solutions networks were new to the Station Locator as of Q4, bringing the total number of 
networks in the Station Locator to 21 (Figure 8). In addition, the Station Locator contains non-
networked (NON) station data, which include stations that were previously networked.
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Figure 8. Quarterly growth of networks in the Station Locator 
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networks are predominately, if not completely, made up of DC fast chargers. Of the networks 
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followed by Electrify America (13.5%), and ChargePoint (12.3%) (Figure 10). 
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Figure 9. Breakdown of public EVSE by network and charging level in Q4 

 

Figure 10. Breakdown of public DC fast EVSE by network in Q41 

 
 
1 Figure 10 excludes networks that have less than 10 public DC fast EVSE. 
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Figure 11 shows the growth of each network in Q4, and Table 1 includes the percent growth of 
each network in Q4. The number of public EVSE on all networks grew in Q4 with the exceptions 
of the Francis, FPL EVolution, and Webasto networks, which did not change, and the EVgo and 
FLO networks, which decreased slightly (Table 1). The Francis and FPL EVolution networks did 
not have documented growth in Q4 because the Station Locator team did not receive updates 
from these networks. However, the Station Locator team received a large update from the 
Francis network in Q2, and the FPL EVolution was new to the Station Locator as of Q3. The 
team expects any stations added to these networks in Q4 to be reflected in future quarters. EVSE 
on the Webasto network are automatically uploaded to the Station Locator via an API, but the 
number of Webasto EVSE in the Station Locator has remained constant for over a year. The 
number of public EVSE on the EVgo and FLO networks only decreased by five and one EVSE, 
respectively.  

Aside from the new networks, the number of EVSE on the PowerFlex network increased by the 
largest percentage in Q4, from two EVSE to 270 EVSE. PowerFlex was new to the Station 
Locator in Q3, and the Station Locator team worked with PowerFlex in Q4 to add all EVSE on 
the network. There was also a large increase on the Tesla Destination network (27.5%) due to the 
update that the Station Locator team received from Tesla in Q4, as discussed in Section 1.1.2. 
Finally, Electrify America increased its public EVSE by 23.9%, and a quarter of its new 
installations were in California. Of the $2 billion that Electrify America plans to invest in 
charging infrastructure through 2026, $800 million (40%) will be invested in California 
(Electrify America 2021). 

 

Figure 11. Quarterly growth of public EVSE by network 
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Table 1. Quarterly Growth of Public EVSE by Network 

Network Q1 Growth  Q2 Growth Q3 Growth Q4 Growth 
NON 1.8% 3.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

WEB 0.9% -0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 
VLTA 53.5% 0.0% 17.9% 11.8% 

TESLAD 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 27.5% 

TESLA 10.1% 4.3% 8.8% 9.0% 
SCN 7.6% 2.6% 6.6% 5.6% 

POWERFLEX N/A N/A N/A 13,400.0% 

OC 0.0% 4.9% 87.2% 13.7% 
GRN 24.2% 18.9% 13.0% 5.0% 

FPLEV N/A N/A N/A 0.0% 

FLO N/A 25.8% 3.7% -0.5% 
FCN 0.0% 31,100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

EVN 3.2% 2.2% 1.2% -0.3% 

EVGATEWAY N/A N/A N/A 2.9% 
EVC 17.7% 11.2% 29.8% 3.2% 

EA 11.9% 2.3% 1.2% 23.9% 

CPN 9.0% 3.4% 5.7% 7.1% 
BN 5.5% -3.4% 27.3% 3.5% 

Total 7.6% 3.3% 7.0% 9.2% 

2.1.3 By Region 
The Clean Cities Coalition Network is broken down into seven regions (Figure 12), which were 
used to analyze the growth of public EV charging infrastructure across the country (Clean Cities 
Coalition Network 2020a, 2020b). See the first report in this series for more information about 
the Clean Cities Coalition Network (Brown et al. 2020a).  

https://afdc.energy.gov/files/u/publication/electric_vehicle_infrastructure_trends_first_quarter_2020.pdf
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Figure 12. Clean Cities regions 

As shown in Figure 13, the California region had both the largest share of the country’s public 
EVSE (31.8%) and grew by the largest percentage (10.2%) in Q4. The North Central region 
grew by the smallest percentage (7.6%) (Figure 13). 

  

Figure 13. Quarterly growth of public EVSE by Clean Cities region 
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2.1.4 By State 
To track the growth of EVSE by state, the Station Locator team calculated the number of public 
EVSE per 100,000 people in each state. The team chose this metric to compare charging 
infrastructure development across states on a basis that accounts for proportional impact. 
Washington, D.C., is considered a state for the purpose of this analysis, and the population data 
used are based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2020 estimates (U.S. Census Bureau 2020).   

As of the end of Q4, the number of EVSE per 100,000 people ranged from 7.0 in Louisiana to 
123.2 in Vermont. The five states with the highest number of EVSE per 100,000 people continue 
to be Vermont, Washington, D.C., California, Hawaii, and Colorado (Table 2). However, the five 
states that had the largest growth of EVSE per 100,000 people were Alaska, New Mexico, 
Nevada, South Carolina, and Washington, D.C. Note that although Alaska is currently among the 
bottom five states with the smallest number of EVSE per 100,000 people, the number of EVSE 
in Alaska grew by the largest percentage in Q4, which reflects the addition of 27 EVSE. The 
majority of the EVSE added are non-networked Level 2 EVSE. The growth in New Mexico is 
attributable to the ChargePoint network, and the growth in Nevada, South Carolina, and 
Washington, D.C., is largely attributable to the Tesla Destination network. 

Table 2. States with the Highest Rate of EVSE per 100,000 People 

State EVSE per 100,000 People 
Vermont 123.2 

Washington, D.C. 84.5 

California 77.8 
Hawaii 50.2 

Colorado  49.5 

 
Table 3. States with the Largest Growth of EVSE per 100,000 People 

State Q4 Growth of EVSE per 
100,000 People 

Alaska 65.9% 

New Mexico 21.1% 
Nevada 18.7% 

South Carolina 13.7% 

Washington, D.C. 13.5% 
 

2.2 Private Charging Trends 
Private EV charging refers to EV charging stations that are available only to certain drivers for 
specific purposes, such as charging for transit fleets or employee-only charging at workplaces. 
Although the Station Locator team proactively seeks out new station openings to include, the 
opening of private workplace chargers may not necessarily be shared publicly. The Station 
Locator team therefore relies on Clean Cities coalitions, industry partners, and Station Locator 
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users to share this information. Due to the challenge in collecting these data, the number of 
private, nonresidential charging stations in the Station Locator is likely underrepresented; 
however, the Station Locator team is continually working to improve the data collection in these 
areas.  

In Q4, the number of private EVSE in the Station Locator decreased by 138, bringing the total 
number to 14,765 and representing a 0.9% decrease since Q3. The following sections break 
down the growth of private EVSE by level, as well as by two specific types: workplace charging 
and MUD charging. 

2.2.1 By Charging Level 
As shown in Figure 14, the majority of private EVSE in the Station Locator are Level 2. 
However, DC fast EVSE grew by the largest percentage overall (2.6%) in Q4 (Figure 14). The 
private DC fast EVSE in the Station Locator are predominately for government fleets, including 
a few public transit authorities, followed by car dealerships and workplace charging. 

The decrease in private Level 2 EVSE is primarily attributable to the removal of out of service 
and duplicate General Electric (GE) WattStations from the Station Locator in Q4. ChargePoint 
took over GE’s network in 2017, and as a result some GE WattStations are now on 
ChargePoint’s network and imported automatically into the Station Locator. The decrease is also 
attributable to the removal of non-networked EVSE in California, Colorado, Massachusetts, and 
Ohio that the Station Locator team was unable to reach after several attempts. As discussed in 
Section 1.1.2, stations the Station Locator team is unable to contact are removed from the 
database as part of the annual unreachable station cleanup process. 

 

Figure 14. Quarterly growth of private EVSE by charging level 
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2.2.2 Workplace Charging 
Workplace EV charging infrastructure includes charging stations that are private or otherwise 
designated for employee use. The majority of private workplace EVSE in the Station Locator are 
Level 2 (Figure 15). This is to be expected because workplace chargers are used by employees 
while they are parked at work for an extended period and therefore do not necessarily need rapid 
charging. 

As of the end of Q4, there were 8,930 workplace EVSE in the Station Locator. As shown in 
Figure 15, the number of DC fast EVSE grew by the greatest percentage (7.7%) at workplaces in 
Q4, though this only represents an increase of three EVSE. The number of Level 2 workplace 
EVSE grew by 57 EVSE. 

  

Figure 15. Quarterly growth of private workplace EVSE by charging level 
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Figure 16. Quarterly growth of private MUD EVSE by charging level 

2.2.4 Fleet Charging 
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collection efforts, especially for fleets that are installing charging infrastructure for medium- and 
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the way toward meeting projected 2030 infrastructure requirements (Figure 17). As with 
previous quarters, it is important to note that 54.2% of public DC fast EVSE in the Station 
Locator are on the Tesla Supercharger network and therefore only readily accessible to Tesla 
drivers. Additionally, as of the end of December 2020, approximately 44% of PEVs on the road 
were Teslas (IHS Markit 2018; Zhou 2020).3 When public Tesla EVSE are excluded, the amount 
of DC fast and Level 2 EVSE currently installed is 29.2% and 12.4%, respectively, of the way 
toward meeting projected 2030 infrastructure requirements. 

 

Figure 17. Current availability and projected 2030 need of public and workplace charging in the 
United States 

*Indicates the percent of projected EVSE that have been installed as of Q4. 

 
 
3 This percentage is based on the number of cumulative Tesla sales in the United States from 2011 through 
December 2020, 2018 PEV registration data, and 2019 and 2020 light-duty PEV sales data. This figure does not 
account for Teslas that have been retired since 2011 or total light-duty PEVs that were retired in 2019 and 2020. 
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As of Q4, there were approximately 1.6 million PEVs in the United States’ light-duty fleet (IHS 
Markit 2018; Zhou 2020).4 The ratio of DC fast and Level 2 public and workplace EVSE per 
1,000 PEVs in Q4 was 10.7 and 52.5, respectively (Figure 18). This ratio decreases to 4.9 and 
45.6 when Tesla EVSE are excluded. Using NREL’s 2017 analysis’ estimated ratio of 1.8 DC 
fast and 40.1 Level 2 EVSE per 1,000 PEVs as a proxy for how much infrastructure is sufficient 
to meet charging needs, Figure 18 indicates that, as of Q4, there was enough public and 
workplace DC fast and Level 2 EVSE in the United States as a whole to meet projected charging 
needs. However, this comparison does not speak to whether the geographic distribution of EVSE 
matches where there is charging demand. Future reports will include more granular data on the 
geographic distribution of EVSE across the United States. Additionally, it is notable that only 
10.9% of the 15 million light-duty PEVs projected for 2030 were on the road as of Q4 (Zhou 
2020). Light-duty PEV sales hit a record high in 2018, declined in 2019, and suffered in the first 
half of 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic (Zhou 2020). However, the U.S. PEV market 
began making a comeback in Q3, and as discussed in the next section, closed out 2020 with the 
second-highest PEV sales record in U.S. history, indicating that PEV sales will continue to 
increase. 

 

 

Figure 18. Quarterly availability and projected 2030 need of public and workplace EVSE per 1,000 
EVs in the United States 

 
 
4 U.S. 2019 and 2020 PEV registration data are not yet available. The number of PEVs as of December 2020 is 
based on 2018 PEV registration data and 2019 and 2020 light-duty PEV sales data. Therefore, the 1.6 million figure 
does not account for vehicles that were retired in 2019 and 2020 and may overestimate the number of PEVs on the 
road. 
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4 Developments That Could Impact Future Quarters 
The election of Joseph R. Biden Jr. as the 46th president of the United States is perhaps the single 
Q4 development that could have the largest impact on future EV infrastructure growth. Biden 
has pledged to make significant investments in the U.S. EV market, including installing 500,000 
charging stations across the country (Biden for President 2021). Future reports will include 
updates on these investments as pledges turn into plans and plans turn into action. 

Furthermore, the Zero Emission Transportation Association (ZETA), an industry-backed 
advocacy organization comprised of 28 EV charging networks and equipment manufacturers, EV 
manufacturers, utilities, and mineral producers across the United States, launched shortly after 
Biden’s election (Zero Emission Transportation Association 2020). ZETA’s mission is to enable 
100% of new light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicle sales in the United States to be electric by 
2030. One of ZETA’s policy pillars to achieve this goal is a national charging initiative, 
including a federal investment of $30 billion to build out public charging infrastructure and 
prioritizing infrastructure development along the National Highway Freight Network (Zero 
Emission Transportation Association n.d.). While the founding members of ZETA do not include 
the United States’ largest vehicle manufacturers—General Motors, Ford, and Fiat Chrysler—
ZETA’s members include several influential stakeholders in the EV space that will be important 
for the Biden administration to engage with to implement its infrastructure plans.  

Q4 also saw existing charging networks expand their business models and new charging 
networks arise. Electrify America turned its sights toward the business-to-business sector with 
the launch of its new Electrify Commercial business unit (Mercure 2020). Electrify Commercial 
will help utilities, fleet owners and operators, government entities, and businesses design, 
implement, and manage their own customized charging programs. Rivian, the all-electric pick-up 
truck and sport utility vehicle manufacturer, will begin building out its own charging network 
called the Rivian Adventure Network (Korosec 2020). Rivian plans to install over 3,500 DC fast 
chargers along highways and main roads by the end of 2023 that are available to Rivian 
customers only, similar to the Tesla model (Rivian 2021). However, Rivian will also install 
public Level 2 chargers that are available to any EV driver and will have over 10,000 chargers 
planned by the end of 2023, with installations beginning at its first locations in July 2021 (Rivian 
2021). The Station Locator team is working with Rivian to add these stations to the database. 

The U.S. EV market continued to rebound from pandemic-related setbacks earlier in the year and 
finished 2020 strong, with total PEV sales up 40.3% in December 2020 compared with 
December 2019 (Zhou 2020). There were 41,836 PEVs sold in December 2020, making it the 
second-highest month for PEV sales in U.S. history (Zhou 2020; Atlas Public Policy 2021). As a 
result of this increase in sales, total PEV sales for 2020 only decreased by 3% compared with 
total 2019 sales (Atlas Public Policy 2021). EV sales are likely to continue to increase as major 
vehicle manufacturers were busy doubling down on their electrification investments and 
commitments in Q4. Ford announced an additional $3.2 billion in new investments for its 
forthcoming all-electric vehicles, including the all-electric Transit van and F-150 (Wayland 
2020). GM increased its original investment of $20 billion through 2025 to $27 billion and plans 
to have 30 all-electric models available by 2025 (GM 2020). Similarly, Hyundai plans to have 23 
all-electric models available by 2025, and Volkswagen plans to have 70 all-electric models 
available by 2030 (Hyundai 2020; Volkswagen 2020). By the end of 2021, 60% of Fiat 
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Chrysler’s Fiat models will be PEVs (Reuters Staff 2020a). Finally, luxury car brands Maserati 
and Bentley announced that they will only offer PEVs by 2025 and 2026, respectively (Bentley 
2020; Reuters Staff 2020b).  

Finally, the Station Locator data collection and management processes will continue to impact 
future EVSE counts as well. As noted in Section 1.1.1, since 2019, the Station Locator team has 
been transitioning its counting logic to align with the hierarchy defined in the OCPI protocol: 
locations, EVSE, and connectors (EVRoaming Foundation 2019). With this transition, the 
Station Locator is now counting the number of EVSE at a station location rather than the number 
of connectors previously counted. For example, a charging location with one EVSE and two 
connectors was previously counted twice but is now only counted once using the OCPI 
protocol’s counting logic. As of Q4, all manually collected data, as well as EVSE on the 
Electrify America and EVgo networks, are counted according to the OCPI logic. The integration 
of ChargePoint’s and Greenlots’ OCPI APIs into the Station Locator was completed in the first 
quarter of 2021. Additionally, as discussed in Section 1.1.1, NREL is continuously working with 
EVSPs to add new APIs to the Station Locator. As these new APIs come online, there will likely 
be an increase in the number of EVSE in the Station Locator.  

5 Conclusion 
This paper examines the growth of EV infrastructure in the Station Locator, including the growth 
of public EV charging by charging level, network, region, and state, and the growth of private 
EV charging by charging level and use type (i.e., workplace and MUD), in Q4 of 2020. With 
such rapid growth and change in EV charging infrastructure, the information presented in this 
paper aims to help readers understand how and where the infrastructure is developing, where 
there may be areas of opportunity, and whether development is keeping pace with projected 
charging demand.  

As of the end of Q4, Level 2 chargers accounted for the majority of both public and private 
EVSE in the Station Locator (80.4% and 90.7%, respectively), though public and private DC fast 
EVSE grew by the largest percentage (10.8% and 2.6%, respectively). California continues to 
lead the country in terms of the total number of public EVSE available (30,635), but drops in 
rank to third when compared to other states based on EVSE available per 100,000 people. 
California also led the country in terms of percent growth in Q4 (10.2%), whereas the number of 
EVSE in the North Central region grew by the smallest percentage in Q4 (7.6%).  

Based on NREL’s 2017 projection of the number of public and workplace Level 2 chargers 
required to meet charging demand in 2030, the number of DC fast and Level 2 EVSE is 63.5% 
and 14.3%, respectively, of the way toward meeting projected 2030 needs (Wood et al. 2017). 
The number of DC fast EVSE and Level 2 EVSE per 1,000 PEVs was 10.7 and 52.5, 
respectively, compared with NREL’s projected need of 1.8 and 40.1, respectively. Using 
NREL’s ratios as a proxy for current charging needs, this indicates that infrastructure 
development is keeping up with, and even surpassing, projected charging needs in terms of the 
total amount available across the United States. It is important to note, however, that the majority 
(54.2%) of public DC fast EVSE in the Station Locator are on the Tesla network and are 
therefore only readily accessible to Tesla drivers. 
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Finally, as the Station Locator team adds new charging networks to the Station Locator and 
continues its concerted effort to collect MUD and fleet charging data, there will continue to be 
large increases in the number of EVSE available.    

If there are additional metrics that readers are interested in seeing, please email suggestions to 
the authors at TechnicalResponse@icf.com. 
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